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alarm Be fitted or protected with an alarm.
This door is locked and alarmed between 11 p m and 6 a m.

alarming Frightening because of an awareness of danger.
Our countryside is disappearing at an alarming rate.

awake Mentally perceptive and responsive.
Lay awake thinking about his new job.

awaken Rouse from sleep; cause to stop sleeping.
The film helped to awaken many to the horrors of apartheid.

bed Place plants in a prepared bed of soil.
The salad is served on a bed of raw spinach.

bedtime The time you go to bed.
It was well past her bedtime.

conscious (of an action or feeling) deliberate and intentional.
When you go to sleep it is only the conscious mind which shuts down.

day Daylight.
She cared for him for the rest of his days.

dream Have a daydream indulge in a fantasy.
This is not at all how she dreamed her baby s birthday was going to be.

dreaming A series of mental images and emotions occurring during sleep.

hesitantly In a tentative or unsure manner.
A young guard hesitantly stepped into the room.

incubus A situation resembling a terrifying dream.
Debt is a big incubus in developing countries.

insomnia An inability to sleep; chronic sleeplessness.

morning Every morning.
I ve got a meeting this morning.
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nap Take a siesta.
She naps everyday after lunch for an hour.

oversleep Sleep longer or later than one intended.
We talked until the early hours and consequently I overslept.

restlessly In a restless manner.

rouse Cause to be agitated excited or roused.
She roused and looked around.

scared Fearful; frightened.
I was scared that people were going to take pictures of me.

sleep
A state compared to or resembling sleep such as death or complete silence or
stillness.
Copenhagen likes to be known as the city that never sleeps.

sleepless Experiencing or accompanied by sleeplessness.
Another sleepless night.

slumber
A natural and periodic state of rest during which consciousness of the world is
suspended.
Sleeping Beauty slumbered in her forest castle.

tonight The evening or night of the present day.
Drop by tonight.

uneasily In a way that shows anxiety or discomfort.
Quite luxurious enclaves coexist uneasily with slums and ghettos.

uneasy (of a situation or relationship) not settled; liable to change.
Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown.

wakeful Carefully observant or attentive; on the lookout for possible danger.
Wakeful nights.

waken Stop sleeping.
They combined to waken a forgotten and futile hope.

waking The state of being awake.
Worked every moment of my waking hours.

worry Feel or cause to feel anxious or troubled about actual or potential problems.
There was no need to worry her.

worst The least favorable outcome.
At least 32 people died in Australia s worst bus accident.
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